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Magnetoresistance of high mobility HgTe
quantum dot films with controlled charging†

Menglu Chen, *a Xinzheng Lan,b Margaret H. Hudson,b Guohua Shen,b

Peter B. Littlewood,c Dmitri V. Talapinb and Philippe Guyot-Sionnest*bc

The magnetoresistance of HgTe quantum dot films, exhibiting a well-defined 1Se state charging and a

relatively high mobility (1–10 cm2 V�1 s�1), is measured as a function of temperature down to 10 K and

controlled occupation of the first electronic state. There is a positive-quadratic magnetoresistance

which can be several 100% at low temperature and scales like x(1 � x) where x is the filling fraction of

the lowest quantum dot state in the conduction band, 1Se. This positive magnetoresistance is orders of

magnitude larger than the effect estimated from mobile carriers and it is attributed to the increased

confinement induced by the magnetic field. There is also a negative magnetoresistance of 1–20% from

300 K to 10 K which is rather independent of the fractional occupation, and which follows a negative

exponential dependence with the magnetic field. It can be empirically fit with an effective g-factor of

B55 and it is tentatively attributed to the reduction of barrier heights by the Zeeman splitting of the

1Se state.

Introduction

Electronic transport of colloidal quantum dot (CQD) solids is a
topic of basic interest1 of relevance to devices such as
photodetectors,2 solar cells,3 and light emitting diodes.4 It
has been widely studied using common methods like field-
effect transistors (FET),5 the time-of-flight (TOF)6 technique
and electrochemistry,7 giving useful information on mobility,
carrier lifetime and doping. Magnetoresistance (MR) measure-
ments open another window into the dispersion, dynamics and
spins of charge carriers in mesoscopic structures. There is also
much interest in magnetic doping of CQDs where the coupling
between the magnetic moments and the CQD excitons provides
giant effective g-factor,8 allows for magnetic polarons9,10 and
produces strong magneto-optical effects.11 Therefore, CQDs
present an opportunity for enhanced or novel magneto-
optical and magneto-electronic properties by tailoring the
energy levels and the strength of the Zeeman effect.12 Over
the past decades, the use of charge stabilized CQDs has allowed
to decrease the interparticle distance in CQD films resulting in
much improved mobility and bandlike transport.13–16 In parti-
cular, simply dried HgTe CQD films have shown n and p-type
mobility in the 1–10 cm2 V�1 s�1.17,18 They showed a strong
modulation of the conductivity by the quantum dot state
occupation, and bandlike transport, defined as an increasing
mobility with reduced temperature, down to 70 K. In a hopping
model, the high mobility implies hopping times in the 1–10 ps
range which are orders of magnitude faster than in prior
studies of CQD solid that showed state resolved transport.
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In addition, the Hall and drift mobility were similar in this high
mobility solid, and this suggested the possibility of ballistic
electronic motion at least in some extended domains.18 In the
prior MR studies of CQD films, hoping times were in the 41 ns
range, such that no electron coherence was expected,19 and all
the MR effects were effectively local.20–22 A broad quadratic
positive MR was attributed to the reduction of the interparticle
coupling by the additional magnetic field confinement. A sharp
positive MR was attributed to spin-blockade mediated by spin
relaxation through the hyperfine interaction, similar to obser-
vations with weakly conductive organic films.23 This descrip-
tion was satisfactory in the low doping regime, r1 electron per
dot, and with low enough electric field that would not promote
tunnelling to different quantum dot states. The HgTe CQD
films studied here may be in a quite different regime, with high
mobility, bandlike transport, and well-resolved conductance
modulation by the state charge occupation,18,24 such that the
MR measurement might exhibit new effects and possible signs
of delocalization and ballistic charge motion.

Magnetoresistance: general features

The HgTe CQD films and substrates are made following a
method previously reported.17,18 The HgTe quantum dots are
synthesized using the long chain oleylamine as a surfactant for
steric stabilization.25,26 Average sizes from 8 nm to 15 nm

diameter are studied (TEM shown in ESI,† Fig. S1). The HgTe
CQDs are spin-coated on a 300 nm SiO2/Si FET substrate that
has been patterned with Au interdigitated electrodes for source
and drain. Applying a gate to the Si substrate allows to tune the
doping by up to several electrons for the CQD layer closest to
the gate. The film thickness is kept to a few monolayers in order
to have a significant effect of gating but complete device
coverage, and the films are simply dried at room temperature.
The device properties are stable in air such that the samples
can then be loaded in a physical property measurement system
(PPMS) for electrical characterization.

Fig. 1a shows a typical source–drain transfer curve as a
function of the gate voltage at 50 K with high linear mobility
2.8 � 0.5 cm2 V�1 s�1 at 1Se state.18 The modulation of the
source–drain conductance with gate voltage is due to the filling
of the quantum dot states 1Se and 1Pe which are the first two
confined conduction band states in the quantum dots. As
previously reported, the 1Se state shows a well-defined peak
in the conductance.18 The next shoulder on the n-side is
attributed to the 1Pe electrons state. Fig. 1b shows the FET
device diagram and energy band structure while tuning gate
potential. The estimate of the doping from the capacitance and
size of the CQDs agrees quantitatively with the filling of the 1Se

state, consistent with its two-fold degeneracy.18 The Hg2+

amount used during the solvent transfer is also used to control
the doping.17 We could thus verify that the application of the
gate does not introduce artificial MR by comparing samples

Fig. 1 Magnetoresistance (MR) of FET-gated 11.5 nm diameter HgTe CQD solid. (a) FET source–drain conductance curve modulated by the gate
potential. (b) Diagram of FET device and energy band structure while tuning gate potential. (c) SEM (scanning electron microscope) characterization of
QD solid with scale bar 100 nm, including top view and cross section. (d–f) MR with the 1Se filling B0 e per dot, B1 e per dot and B2 e per dot with
doping indicated by the insets. All measurements are done at 50 K.
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that start with different doping. By measuring the MR with no
gate or different gate voltage but for the same charging, the
measurement results show no obvious difference between
these samples (ESI,† 2). Fig. 1a corresponds to a doping of
one electron in the 1Se state at zero gate bias. The 50 K MR at
Vg = 0 V is shown in Fig. 1e. The normalized MR is defined as
R Hð Þ

RðH ¼ 0Þ where H is the applied magnetic field. The MR

initially goes quickly negative by B12% and then grows positive
in a parabolic fashion. Fig. 1d and f show the MR at Vg = �15 V
for a filled 1Se state and at Vg = +14 V for an empty 1Se state. In
both cases, the MR varies little at high magnetic field. Exploring
a range of charging is conveniently done by varying the gate
potential at fixed magnetic field and temperature. The source–
drain current curves at different magnetic fields for 15 nm and
11.5 nm diameter HgTe CQDs at 20 K and 50 K are shown in
Fig. 2. These curves show a well resolved 1Se source–drain
current peak with clear MR response. However, when the solids
are gated at 1Pe state, there is no systematic MR behavior. As

previously reported,18 the conductivity in the 1Pe state is strik-
ingly lower than in the 1Se state at the temperatures shown in
Fig. 2. This can be assigned to the splitting of the Pe states26

which effectively lowers the density of states, as well as the
directional frustrations for transport along P-orbitals. The
discussion will therefore focus on the charging of the 1Se but
will not discuss MR in the 1Pe state.

In the following, we define the filling factor x of the 1Se state
between 0 (for zero electron in 1Se) and 1 (for 2 electrons) and
explore the MR as a function of x. We first describe the MR at a
fixed occupation fraction of x = 1/2, for different temperatures
and two diameters (15 nm and 11.5 nm) of HgTe QDs as shown
in Fig. 3.

To analyze the MR, we separate the MR into a negative MR
(NMR) r(H)� and a positive MR (PMR) r(H)+, such that the
normalized MR is expressed as

RðHÞ
RðH ¼ 0Þ ¼

1þ r Hð Þþþr Hð Þ�

1þ r H ¼ 0ð Þþþr H ¼ 0ð Þ�
(1)

Fig. 2 PMR factor. (a and b) Source–drain current curve of 15 nm diameter HgTe CQD by FET with 0.1 V bias at fixed magnetic field at 50 K and 20 K,
respectively. (c and d) Source–drain current curve of 11.5 nm diameter HgTe CQD by FET with 0.1 V bias at fixed magnetic field at 50 K and 20 K,
respectively. The arrows indicate the conductance change in Se (blue) ans Pe (orange) state corresponding to the increased magnetic field. (e) PMR factor
a+ of 15 nm (square) and 11.5 nm (circle) HgTe CQD films at 20 K (blue) and 50 K (pink), respectively, fitting by (1 � x)x times a constant. (f) PMR parameter
a+ (black) and NMR parameter a�(blue) of 15 nm (square) and 11.5 nm (circle) diameter HgTe CQD solid as a function of temperature.
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As shown in Fig. 3c, at all temperatures, the PMR has a rather
quadratic dependence with magnetic field r(H)+ = a+H2. a+ is a
parameter with a unit that is a squared mobility (m4 V�2 s�2).
The NMR is then obtained by subtracting this parabolic fit from
the PMR. As shown in Fig. 3d, the NMR resembles a decaying
exponential with magnetic field. Moreover, the temperature
dependence of the NMR fits well to a Boltzmann form, where
geff is an effective g-factor, mB is the electron magnetic moment,
and a� is unitless. From these data sets, we find that a� varies
mildly with temperature and fractional occupation as further
discussed below. The effective g-factors are geff = 110 � 8 for
15 nm dots, geff = 126 � 5 for 11.5 nm dot, and geff B 70 for
8 nm dot (ESI,† 3). As shown in Fig. 3a and b, the addition of
the fitted forms for the PMR and NMR components reproduces
rather well the overall MR. The PMR is maximum at x = 1/2. At
20 K, the x variation of a+ is well fitted by a+ = a+ox(1 � x) as
shown in Fig. 2e. At 50 K, a+ is still be well fitted to the same
form from x = 0 up to x B 3

4, above which it does deviate,
possibly due to the effect of thermally populated 1Pe states on
the MR. Overall, a+ increases with size, and, as shown in Fig. 2e,
a+ strongly decreases with increasing temperature. PMR was
not observed at room temperature, but we measured the PMR
at the fixed x = 1/2, from 10 K to 100 K. As shown in Fig. 2f, a+ B
T�3, while the analysis of the NMR shows that a� is overall less
sensitive, increasing less with increasing size, increasing much
less with decreasing temperature (Fig. 3), and showing only a

weak although monotonous increase with filling fraction
(Fig. 1). The different temperature and size effects suggest
different origins of the positive and negative MR.

We made several tests to verify that the MR was not an
artifact of the device shape or material (ESI,† 4). For the same
CQD film preparation, we observed similar MR on a glass
substrate and on the Si/SiO2 substrate at zero gate. We verified
that the MR was not affected by the choice of gold or platinum
for the electrodes and also not by the size of the device. Since
this study was motivated by the high mobility achieved, we
measured the MR of the same HgTe CQDs cross-linked with
ethanedithiol. Such films are more resistive with a two orders of
magnitude lower mobility, however they showed similar PMR
and NMR (ESI,† 5).

While the similarity of the MR with films of low mobility
suggests that the MR arises from local effects acting on indivi-
dual CQDs or pairs of CQDs rather than from extended inter-
actions, we analyze possible mechanisms for the positive and
negative MR.

Discussion
Positive magnetoresistance

A quadratic PMR naturally arises within the classical picture of
a ballistic carrier with a single Drude relaxation time. As the

Fig. 3 Magnetoresistance of x = 1/2 doped HgTe CQD films at different temperatures. (a and b) Normalized MR for 15 nm and 11.5 nm diameter HgTe
CQD with TEM, respectively. The temperatures are indicated by color and the lines are fits as described in the main text. (c1 and c2) Parabolic fit of the
positive MR of 15 nm and 11.5 nm diameter HgTe CQD, respectively. (d1 and d2) Exponential fit of the negative MR for 15 nm and 11.5 nm diameter HgTe
CQD, respectively.
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Lorentz force causes the electron to deviate from the linear
travel direction along the electric field, it travels a shorter
distance in the direction of the electric field, and the resistance
increase is quadratic for small H. The generalization of this
effect is called Kohler’s rule27 and leads to

Dr
r
¼ ne2t

m�
1

ne
H

� �2

¼ RH

r

� �2

H2 � H

r

� �2

¼ ðsHÞ2 (2)

Here RH ¼
1

ne
is the Hall parameter, n is the carrier density, t is

the relaxation time, e is the elementary electron charge, m* is

the effective mass, and s ¼ ne2t
m�

is the conductivity (all equa-

tions are in SI units).
In a system with a single mobile carrier, the Hall effect

compensates for the deviation such that the MR disappears.
Extending Kohler’s rule to two carriers, there is still a net positive
magnetoresistance that is quadratic for low enough field.

s ¼

s1
1þ m12H2

þ s2
1þ m22H2

� �2

þ m1Hs1
1þ m12H2

þ m2Hs2
1þ m22H2

� �2

s1
1þ m12H2

þ s2
1þ m22H2

(3)

DrðHÞþ
rðH ¼ 0Þ ¼

s1s2ðm1 � m2Þ2H2

ðs1 þ s2Þ2 þ ðm1s1 þ m2s2Þ2H2
(4)

In the CQD films, one might imagine the motion of carriers in a
miniband made of the 1Se states. In this case, the ‘‘electron’’ carrier
(doping in the 1Se state), and the ‘‘hole’’ carrier (vacancy in the 1Se

state) can be considered to have the same relaxation time, such that
(m1 � m2) B 2m. Noting that m2H2 { 1 since m B 10�4 m2 V�1 s�1,
and considering only the 1Se state, the expression simplifies

to
DrðHÞþ
rðH ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1� xð Þxm2H2 ¼ aþH

2 over the range of magnetic

field accessible in the experiment. This expression captures
the experimental quadratic MR and the x-dependence. How-
ever, it predicts a strong effect of the mobility which is not
supported by the experiments. Furthermore, the observed
magnitude is much larger than the prediction. Indeed, for
the measured mobility of B1 cm2 V�1 s�1, the model predicts
a+ B 10�8 m4 V�2 s�2 at half filling compared to the observed
value of 10�1m4 V�2 s�2 at 10 K. We also note that the model of
a miniband with partial filling predicts that the mobility should
switch sign on either side of the 1Se conductance peak, but this is
inconsistent with the measured Hall mobility which is rather
independent of the fractional occupation. The absence of a ballistic
effect is consistent with a mean free path shorter than the dot
spacing, and therefore a hopping conduction in these glassy struc-
ture CQD films. On the other hand, as the estimate above shows, the
ballistic effect is weak and can be masked by stronger effects.

Magnetic confinement could be another explanation. In the
CQD films at cryogenic temperatures, the mobility decreases
with decreasing temperature with an activated behavior.
A possible source of the PMR is therefore an increase of the
hopping activation energy that could come from the magnetic

confinement. This magnetic freeze-out was observed in narrow
gap bulk semiconductors with light effective mass.28,29 For
these narrow gap materials, the electrons hop in the impurity
band and the increased impurity binding energy with magnetic
field can lead to dramatic increase of the resistance. The
magnetic confinement arises from the squared potential vector

term in the Hamiltonian such that V rð Þ ¼ e2H2r2

8m�
and is quad-

ratic in the magnetic field. Therefore, for small MR, we propose

aþ �
e2r2

8kTm�
. For a 15 nm diameter CQD, the effective mass at

the 1Se state energy is 0.025me, as estimated by a K�P model of
the energy dispersion (ESI,† 6), and the confinement potential

is then
e2H2r2

8m�
� 1:25 meV at 5 T. Such local mechanism

would explain why similar PMR is observed for low and high

mobility films. The magnitude is about right since
e2r2

8kTm�

� 0:028 m2 V�2 s�2 for r = 7.5 nm and T = 20 K compared to a
value of 0.03 in Fig. 2e. However, this magnetic confinement
model predicts a T�1 temperature dependence of a+ compared
to the observed T�3. A different temperature dependence can be
obtained within the Efros-Shklovskii variable range hopping
model as the electron path adjusts to the temperature, and this

gives aþ � KES
þ H2

T3=2

� �
,30 where KES

þ ¼ e2x4TES
3=2

660�h2
. Using a

localization length x = 15–40 nm with hoping temperature
TES B 350 K,18 gives values of the PMR parameter 0.015–0.75
at 20 K which are also rather consistent with the experiment.
The magnitude estimate roughly supports the attribution of the
PMR to the magnetic field confinement at the single dot level,
but the temperature dependence and the scaling with (1 � x)x
remain to be satisfactorily explained.

Negative magnetoresistance

The NMR is rather independent of the doping level as shown in
Fig. 1b–d. It appears to be associated with a rather large
effective g-factor, and it depends at most weakly on the mobi-
lity. The weak effect of the mobility allows to rule out a negative
MR that involves coherent back scattering that leads to weak
localization.31 We also rule out spin blockade effect. The MR
attributed to spin blockade was observed in weakly conductive
organic films23 and weakly coupled CdSe CQD films, it was also
in the 10% range but even narrower and positive, with a fixed
and very small magnetic field range of B50 mT that was
independent of temperature. That effect is assigned to electron
spins needing to precess around the random hyperfine field,
reaching the favorable spin orientation before tunneling. When
the magnetic field overcomes the hyperfine field, the electron
spin orientations become defined, up or down, blocking tun-
neling depending on the relative spin orientations. The spin-
blockade effect is possible when the exchange interaction is
smaller than the hyperfine interaction and this requires a very
weak coupling. This was used to explain why the CdSe CQD films
show the spin-blockade at low bias, and low temperature when
nearest neighbor hopping is unfavorable. Such explanation for
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the absence of spin blockade apply here in the higher mobility
HgTe CQD films as well as the EDT treated films because nearest
neighbor hopping is the dominant situation at the investigated
temperatures.

In another model, applying a magnetic field may partially
order the spins and reduce the scattering of conduction elec-
trons. Such effect is predicted for transition metals, where the
conduction electrons can be affected by scattering due to the
random spin orientation of d-shell electrons. Fisher and
Langer32 predicted, with only short-range spin fluctuation, that
the decrease in the resistance would be proportional to the
square of the magnetization M. The magnetic field dependence
of the magnetization of the 1Se state electrons of g-factor g, is

given by the Brillouin function B xð Þ ¼ e2z � 1

e2z þ 1
where Z = JgmBH/

kBT and J = 1/2. Then r Hð Þ�� ðMÞ2 � 1

ðe�z þ ezÞ4

� �2

� e�4z and

NMR � e
�2gmBH

kBT . The model does not provide an estimate for
the prefactor a� as this would depend on the interaction
between 1Se electrons with some other electron spins. It should
also depend on the number of spins as they are the source of
scattering. The mechanism should also disappear for full or
empty 1Se states and give a strong dependence of x, which is
not seen. It is also not likely to be applicable to a hopping
conduction regime, where the scattering is already strong
enough to localize the carriers on single sites.

A third possible explanation in the hopping regime is that
the Zeeman effect on the 1Se state under a magnetic can reduce
the energy barriers. Indeed, if two neighboring dots have an
energy difference E, the Zeeman effect can increase the lower
state energy by gmBH and decrease the higher state energy by the
same amount. Assuming that spin is not conserved upon
tunneling, the barrier becomes smaller by 2gmBH. The thermal
activation is reduced by the Zeeman effect and this can lead to

an NMR that is simply NMR ¼ e
�2gmBH

kBT , with the coefficient
a� = 1. This allows to relate the real g-factor to the fitted values
by 1

2. However, a� = 1 is clearly larger than the experiment which
indicates a� B 0.1. One possible reason is the assumption of
the spin being flipped while only a fraction of the hops may
benefit from spin flipping. One also needs to justify the value of

the g-factor. The data gives g ¼ 110� 8

2
¼ 55� 4 and g ¼

126� 3

2
¼ 63� 1:5 for 15 nm and 11.5 nm dot, respectively.

The value is close to tight binding values for InSb dots of
similar gap33 (up to a sign) These values are also consistent

with the K�P formula,34 g ¼ g0 �
2EpD

3 Eg þ E
� �

Eg þ E þ D
� � � 55

with g0 free electron g factor, D spin–orbit splitting, Eg bulk gap,
and E electron energy relative to its zone-center. However, the
value is B3 times larger than the predicted electron g-factor in
HgTe quantum dots of the investigated size range.35 This
explanation implies a saturation of the NMR at high field since
1 tesla magnetic field would shift the energies by B5 meV while the
typical site barrier is closer to 10 meV,17 but this is likely masked by

the stronger PMR in that field range. In preliminary infrared
transmission measurements, we also did not see (ESI,† 7) the
Zeeman effect and a stronger magnetic field will be needed.

Conclusion

In this work, we studied a system consisting of a glassy
disordered film of rather monodisperse HgTe quantum dots
with high mobility (1–10 cm2 V�1 s�1), and we observed a strong
modulation of the conductance with charging and magnetic
field. With an FET structure, we measured the MR down to
10 K, as a function of the occupation of the lowest energy 1Se

electron state. We observed a positive-quadratic magnetoresis-
tance which can be several 100% at low temperature and scales
like x(1 � x) where x is the fractional occupation of the 1Se

state. This positive magnetoresistance is many orders of mag-
nitude larger than the effect that could arise from ballistic
carriers within the relaxation time approximation. Instead, it is
tentatively attributed to the increased confinement induced by
the magnetic field and the increased hopping activation energy.
There is also a negative magnetoresistance of 1–20% from
300 K to 10 K which is rather independent of the fractional
occupation, and which follows a negative exponential depen-
dence with the magnetic field. It can be empirically fit with an
effective g-factor of B60 and it is tentatively attributed to the
reduction of barrier heights by the Zeeman splitting of the 1Se

state. Although these results are not fully understood, they
suggest that most of the magnetic effects are rather local in
nature despite the rather high mobility and bandlike transport
in these films. These local effects may be masking more subtle
MR response expected for delocalized charge carriers. These
studies could be extended to magnetically doped quantum dots
which may have further interesting properties.

Experiment methods

Monodisperse HgTe CQDs were prepared following ref. 25 and
26. A two-phase ligand exchange process was applied to transfer
the HgTe QDs from hexane to polar dimethylformamide (DMF)
where HgCl2, 2-mercaptoethanol, butylamine, and butylammo-
nium chloride co-serve as the hybrid ligands.18 Several different
sizes HgTe dots were investigated.

Film preparation

The HgTe QD films were prepared by spin-coating on patterned Au
electrode on 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate. Area between the electrodes
was 1 mm � 3 mm. The absorption spectra were measured for
films made with the same procedure on ZnSe windows (SI).

FET measurement

The CQD film is a drop cast on 4 pairs of interdigitated
evaporated gold fingers of width 20 microns, gap 20 microns,
and length 300 microns that have been made by lithography on
a SiO2/Si wafer. The voltage is applied by the National Instru-
ment USB-6218 Multifunction I/O device with a voltage gain.
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The source–drain current is pre-amplified by the Stanford
research system model SR570 then collected by a LabVIEW
program. For normal FET measurement, mobility (mFET),
extracted in the linear regime, was calculated by fitting the
experimental data to the following equation:

mFET ¼
L

WCiVD

dID

dVG
;

where L, W, Ci, VD, ID, and VG are the channel length, channel
width, capacitance per unit area, drain voltage, drain current,
and gate voltage, respectively.

MR measurement

The CQD solids were inserted into a Physical Property Measure-
ment System (PPMS-9, Quantum Design) under a helium inert
atmosphere. The applied magnetic field was perpendicular to
the films. The resistance was measured by a Keithley 2636A
Dual Channel Source meter with the Four-point sensing.
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